We propose a new scheme for self-trapping of (2 ϩ 1)-dimensional optical beams: parametric interaction between self-guided waves of optical and microwave (or terahertz) frequencies, which relies on the combination of optical rectification and the electro-optic effect in a bulk noncentrosymmetric medium. We show that, in spite of strong domination of quasi-cubic terms, quadratic nonlinearity provides an effective stabilization mechanism to prevent collapse in a large range of parameters where three-wave solitons exist. © 2000 Optical Society of America [S0740-3224(00) OCIS codes: 190.4410, 190.5940. The basic theory of cascading and solitary wave propagation in a purely quadratic medium is now understood quite well, and many theoretical results have been confirmed experimentally (see the recent review 1 ). Recently attention has been turned to the physical cases of competing nonlinearities (see, e.g., Ref. 2), in which the interplay between cubic and quadratic nonlinearities provides increased flexibility for soliton dynamics and control. Several physical mechanisms that lead to cubic terms of competing nonlinearities in the model are known: intrinsic cubic nonlinearity, quasi-phase matching-induced contributions, and so-called direct cascading terms that are due to weak parametric coupling to other modes.
The basic theory of cascading and solitary wave propagation in a purely quadratic medium is now understood quite well, and many theoretical results have been confirmed experimentally (see the recent review 1 ). Recently attention has been turned to the physical cases of competing nonlinearities (see, e.g., Ref. 2) , in which the interplay between cubic and quadratic nonlinearities provides increased flexibility for soliton dynamics and control. Several physical mechanisms that lead to cubic terms of competing nonlinearities in the model are known: intrinsic cubic nonlinearity, quasi-phase matching-induced contributions, and so-called direct cascading terms that are due to weak parametric coupling to other modes. 2 However, these mechanisms always result in cases in which the quadratic nonlinear terms are dominant and cubic terms provide only a small correction to wave dynamics or, at most, become comparable with quadratic terms only for extremely high intensities (close to the crystal damage threshold).
We propose to use a different mechanism, i.e., optical rectification cascading (ORC), to obtain a cascaded nonlinearity at efficiencies that are much higher than were suggested before for solitons. This mechanism can lead to strong competition and even domination of quasi-cubic (cascaded) effects over intrinsic quadratic nonlinearity. In this mechanism two optical frequencies are mixed in a quadratic medium and generate a rectified (lowfrequency) field. The rectified field modifies the refractive index by means of the electro-optic effect. This mechanism takes advantage of the fact that the electrooptic effect receives a strong contribution from ionic displacement (in particular, but not only, in ferroelectric crystals), in contrast to the conventional quadratic nonlinearities, 1 which arise from purely electronic contributions. In other words, if the rectified field is at a frequency of approximately terahertz (THz) or lower, the index change that results from rectification followed by the electro-optic effect is much higher than the effective contribution of the quadratic nonlinearity at three optical frequencies, even though the electro-optic effect is a (2) effect as well. This is so because the ionic contribution to the electro-optic effect diminishes when the rectified field is at an optical frequency and the remaining nonlinearity is purely electronic. Because of the strong ionic contribution we expect a major reduction in the optical intensities required for generation of solitons through ORC compared with those of quadratic solitons. 1 Using ORC to generate solitons was proposed recently 3 and will be treated in great detail (including all physical estimates and discussion of prospective materials for experimental verification) elsewhere. 4 In the past, Bosshard et al. 5 suggested the use of ORC as a cascading mechanism for four-wave mixing and compared it with direct cascading for the same purpose. 6 The optical rectification process in ORC always leads to a dc field; this has the advantage that no phase matching is required. The ORC process in this case can be described by the cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation, with all its immediate consequences, including the fact that in this case only (1 ϩ 1)-dimensional solitons are stable. When, in addition to this dc interaction process, we have rectification to a nonzero frequency (e.g., a microwave frequency) at which the ionic contribution still plays a major role, the process is described by three coupled equations with competing cubiclike and quadratic nonlinearities. Here we show that such an ORC process with a lowfrequency field can lead to strong competition between cubic and quadratic nonlinearities and to an effective domi-nation of cubic nonlinearity even for relatively low optical powers. In addition, we consider an interesting question: Can this small quadratic nonlinearity (in comparison with effective cubic terms) suppress the collapse of (2 ϩ 1)-dimensional solitons that always occurs for pure Kerr media (see, e.g., Ref. 7)?
In this paper we give the positive answer to the collapse suppression question, demonstrating that parametric interaction of two optical waves and a low-frequency field coupled through optical rectification cascading gives rise to a broad family of stable three-wave solitons. Moreover, not only are these three-wave solitons linearly stable but they are quite robust with respect to strong perturbations as well. For example, they can be generated from initial conditions when only two optical components are present.
Similar to the analysis of Ref. 8 , we consider the resonant interaction of three waves with the carrier frequencies that satisfy the condition that 3 ϭ 2 Ϫ 1 in a diffractive dielectric medium with quadratic nonlinear susceptibility. In addition to the usual quadratic threewave interaction, we also account for interaction of each of the three fields E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 with the dc (rectified) field E 0 generated by each of them. Assuming that the wave envelopes E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 are slowly varying (each in its own frame of reference), we derive from Maxwell's equations the system of four equations coupled parametrically through the components ijk (2) of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor. Employing the method suggested in Ref. 5 , we eliminate E 0 from our equations
͔ and obtain the three-wave interaction model, in which both quadratic and ORC interaction terms are present:
ϵ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 in the (1 ϩ 1)-dimensional case (x and y are transverse coordinates). In the bulk medium, i.e., in the (2 ϩ 1)-dimensional case, field envelopes E j ( j ϭ 1, 2, 3) are conveniently normalized in such a way that ͉E j ͉ 2 values give intensities in watts per square centimeter.
In this case we define 
(2) ( j ;0, j ) are effective optical rectification and electro-optical coefficients, respectively.
We normalize Eqs.
(1) to measure the transverse coordinates x and y in units of the input beam size r 0 (x → r 0 x, y → r 0 y) and measure the propagation coordinate z in units of the diffraction length
Introducing the dimensionless fields, E 1 ϭ B 1 / ͱ 2 3 r 0 4 ;
, we obtain
where
If we assume that B 1 and B 2 are optical waves (k 1 Ϸ k 2 ϳ 10 4 -10 5 cm Ϫ1 ) and that B 3 is in a microwave or THz range (k 3 ϳ 10 2 -10 3 cm Ϫ1 ), then we can reduce the number of parameters by defining ϵ 1 Ϸ 2 ӷ 1 and ͱK, z → zͱ) gives us the normalized system that describes three-wave interaction between two optical harmonics and a microwave that has the following dimensionless form:
where F ϭ (͉V͉ 2 ϩ ͉W͉ 2 ), V and W are slowly varying electric field amplitudes of two optical harmonics, and U is the microwave. It is important to note that for ӷ 1, i.e., 1 / 3 , 2 / 3 ӷ 1, which is a necessary condition for the validity of our model, we usually have K տ 1 or (for small enough 3 ) even K ӷ 1; i.e. effective cubic terms dominate.
We are interested in stationary solitons, so we introduce nonlinearly induced shifts to propagation constants of V and W waves (which are denoted ␤ v and ␤ w , respec-tively) and substitute V ϭ v exp(i␤ v z), W ϭ w exp͓i(␤ v ϩ ␤ u ϩ ⌬)z͔, and U ϭ u exp(i␤ u z) into Eqs. (3). Stationary self-guided beams of radial symmetry are now given as localized solutions of the following system:
where 9 In this way, the central parts of all soliton components are located on the majority of grid points. Thus soliton profiles and integral characteristics can be calculated with high accuracy in any region of soliton existence. In our analysis we consider the case of exact phase matching between harmonics, ⌬ ϭ 0, and some sample values of the system parameters, K ϭ 10.0 and ϭ 10.0. These parameters correspond, for example, to an interaction of two mid-infrared optical beams with a THz wave. Figure 1 presents the existence diagram for three-wave solitons of the system of Eqs. (3), whereas Fig. 2 presents some examples of these three-wave solitons in both natural, x, and rescaled, X, coordinates. Note that, in addition to the three-wave solitons, one-component optical Kerr solitons are also present for all positive values of ␤ v and ␤ u . Three-wave solitons bifurcate from one-wave (Vharmonic) solitons along the bifurcation line shown in Fig. 1 . Also, we found that the existence area for threewave solitons is unbounded along the ␤ v axis.
Using methods of soliton bifurcation theory (see Ref. 10 for an example), we can derive a general expression for the boundary of existence of three-wave solitons. This procedure is far from being straightforward, because a simple linearization of Eqs. (4) about a one-component v-soliton family leads to a vectorial (nonscalar) eigenvector-eigenvalue problem. However, we can reduce it to a standard scalar linear Schrödinger equation problem by utilizing the property of two coupled Manakov-like nonlinear Schrödinger equations (which have all self-phase and cross-phase modulation coefficients equal to one another) to have two-component soliton solutions only for the same values of ␤Ј (i.e., for the same nonlinear-induced propagation constant shifts) in both soliton components (see, e.g., Ref. 11 for relevant discussions). Therefore we can conclude that for the case of Eqs. (4) the bifurcation of three-wave solitons from a onewave v-component soliton family at ␤ w ␤ v occurs exclusively because of the influence of the uv/ͱK term and thus w ϭ uv/͓ͱK(␤ u ϩ ⌬)͔ along the bifurcation curve. This result significantly simplifies further analysis. The final expression for the bifurcation curve has the following form:
which is valid for ␤ v Ͼ 0, 0 Ͻ ␤ u ϩ ⌬ Ͻ 8/(Kͱ). We note that, because even simple one-wave (2 ϩ 1)-dimensional Kerr solitons cannot be found analytically, Eq. (5) is not an exact result but a variational approximation based on simple exponential trial functions. However, the quality of this approximation is quite good (see Fig. 1 ). Also note that, for the corresponding (1 ϩ 1)-dimensional case [i.e., when ٌ Ќ 2 ϵ ‫ץ‬ 2 /‫ץ‬x 2 in Eqs. (3)], we can obtain the exact expression for the soliton bifurcation boundary:
which is valid for ␤ v Ͼ 0, ␤ u ϩ ⌬ Ͼ 0. Equations (5) and (6) give bifurcation curves for only the lowest-order bifurcations for which the three-wave solitons that appear have a simple one-hump shape in each of their components. Higher-order bifurcation curves in which multihump three-wave solitons appear can also be found in a similar way. The stability of soliton families of Eqs. (3) is an important issue. First, one-wave solitons of our model are simply the well-known Kerr solitons that are unstable because of a critical collapse phenomenon. 7 To analyze the stability of three-wave solitons we adopt the method described in Ref. 12 , employing the stability threshold criterion where
2 )dxdy and calculated on the stationary three-wave soliton solutions. More-elaborate analysis also allows us to distinguish stability-instability domains. To confirm the predictions of criterion (7) we perform direct numerical simulations that, consistently with the theoretical predictions, suggest that all three- wave solitons of Eqs. (3) are stable for the exact phasematching case ⌬ ϭ 0. In our modeling we use the standard Fourier split-step beam propagation method with as many as 512 ϫ 512 grid points.
To check the soliton robustness with respect to strong perturbations and the possibility of soliton generation from Gaussian-shaped initial optical beams we perform another series of numerical experiments that demonstrate that at least the solitons that correspond to moderate values of ␤ v are quite robust and can be generated from a range of initial conditions (e.g., see Fig. 3 ). We can also confirm the conclusion of Ref. 8 that, to generate a soliton with certain values of Q v and Q u , a good strategy is to take an input beam with similar values of Q v and Q u invariants.
In conclusion, we have suggested a new physical mechanism based on ionically enhanced second-order parametric interaction of two high-frequency (optical) harmonics and a low-frequency harmonic (a microwave or a THz wave). Unlike in other physical situations considered in the literature, this mechanism leads to an interplay between strong effective cubic terms (because of ORC) and moderate quadratic terms, which results in a new class of solitary waves. For the case of exact phase matching, all discovered three-wave solitons have been found to be stable and can be generated from a wide range of input Gaussian beams. The analyzed self-guided beams exist predominantly as a result of effective Kerr nonlinearity but are stabilized by quadratic terms, thus demonstrating an effective collapse arrest mechanism.
Before closing, we discuss the relation between our new way of generating solitons (by cascading of optical rectification and the electrooptic effect) and other types of vector soliton. Consider first a (1 ϩ 1)-dimensional configuration, when in addition Eqs. (3) are far from phasematching resonance. In this case the optical fields V and W are coupled only through the sums of their intensities, i.e., through F ϭ (͉V͉ 2 ϩ ͉W͉ 2 ) terms, and thus Eqs. (3) become immaterial. In this limiting case the resultant equations are identical to the equations that describe Manakov solitons. 13 In other words, two optical fields at (almost) arbitrary, yet closely spaced, frequencies can give rise to true Manakov solitons. When we recall that the major difficulty in realizing Manakov solitons arises from the stringent requirements of equalizing self-and cross-phase modulation and eliminate the four-wavemixing terms, 14 it is fascinating to realize that all these requirements are automatically satisfied by the first two of Eqs. (3) when ⌬z ӷ . To emphasize the importance of these ideas, let us recall the other known options for realizing Manakov spatial solitons. The first experimental observation of such solitons 14 was demonstrated in specifically designed quantum-well waveguides, yet even there the experimental data indicated that the cross-and self-phase-modulation coefficients were only approximately equal. Another option for observing Manakov solitons was pursued in photorefractives 15, 16 ; there the mutual incoherence method for eliminating the four-wave mixing terms was employed. 17 Yet the photorefractive screening nonlinearity is inherently non-Kerr (saturable). 18 The last known method that one could employ to generate Manakov-like solitons (with some modifications from what has been proposed thus far) relies on widely spaced frequencies and on neglecting asynchronous terms, 19 yet in this method the fields are not fully symmetric either (they have different wave numbers). Therefore it is clear that our new approach to optical cascading provides an elegant way to generate true Manakov solitons in a quadratic medium. This new method seems to be superior to any proposed or demonstrated so far. All these vector soliton ideas can be readily extended to composite and multimode solitons, as was demonstrated recently for photorefractives. 20 Finally, the three-wave parametric solitons described in this paper may potentially be important for all-optical switching applications including soliton spiraling owing to incoherent soliton interactions (see, e.g., Ref. 21) . The approach and results presented in this paper can easily be applied to other physical contexts in which parametric wave interactions are generated by quadratic nonlinearities. 
